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Recently, Cognitive radio and Smart Grid are two areas which have
received considerable research impetus. Cognitive radios are fully pro-
grammable wireless devices that can sense their environment, and dy-
namically adapt their transmission waveform, channel access method,
spectrum use, and networking protocols. It is widely anticipated that
cognitive radio technology will become a general-purpose programmable
radio that will serve as a universal platform for wireless system devel-
opment, much like microprocessors have served a similar role for com-
putation. The salient features of the cognitive radio, namely, frequency
agility, transmission speed, and range, are ideal for application to the
smart grid. In this regard, a Cognitive Radio network can serve as a ro-
bust and efficient communications infrastructure that can address both
the current and future energy management needs of the smart grid. The
Cognitive radio network can be deployed as a large scale Wireless Re-
gional Area Network (WRAN) in a smart grid, to utilize the unused TV
bands recently approved for use by the Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) In addition, a Cognitive Radio network testbed for the
smart grid would serve as an ideal platform to not only address various
issues related to the smart grid, such as security, information flow and
power flow management, etc., but also reveal more practical problems
for further research.

In this chapter, the novel concept of incorporating a cognitive radio
network as the communications backbone for the smart grid is outlined.
A brief overview of the cognitive radio is provided, including the recently
proposed IEEE 802.22 standard. In particular, an overview of Cogni-
tive Radio Network testbed, existing and new hardware platforms for
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cognitive radio networks, and functional architectures are given. Cogni-
tive machine learning approaches such as Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), Kernel PCA for dimensionality reduction of high-dimensional
smart grid data are presented. In addition, a novel approach of combin-
ing the recently developed Robust PCA algorithm with a statistical sig-
nal processing method called Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
is described for recovery of smart meter wireless transmissions in the
presence of strong wideband interference.

Security for the smart grid is still in the incipient stages, and is the
topic of significant research focus. This chapter addresses the impend-
ing problem of securing the smart grid, in addition to the possibility of
applying FPGA based fuzzy logic intrusion detection for the smart grid.

1. Introduction

1.1. Cognitive Radio

Cognitive Radio (CR) is an intelligent Software Defined Radio (SDR) tech-

nology that facilitates efficient, reliable, and dynamic use of the under-used

radio spectrum by reconfiguring its operating parameters and function-

alities in real time depending on the radio environment. Cognitive radio

networks promise to resolve the bandwidth scarcity problem by allowing un-

licensed devices to transmit in unused ”spectrum holes” in licensed bands

without causing harmful interference to authorized users ,1,2 ,3.4 In con-

cept, the cognitive technology configures the radio for different combina-

tions of protocol, operating frequency, and waveform. Current research on

cognitive radio covers a wide range of areas; including spectrum sensing,

channel estimation, spectrum sharing, and medium access control (MAC).

Due to its versatility, CR networks are expected to be increasingly de-

ployed in both the commercial and military sectors for dynamic spectrum

management. In order to develop a standard for CRs, the IEEE 802.22

Working Group was formed in November 2004 .5 The corresponding IEEE

802.22 standard defines the Physical (PHY) and Medium access Control

(MAC) layers for a Wireless Regional Area Network (WRAN) that uses

white spaces within the television bands between 54 and 862 MHz, espe-

cially within rural areas where usage may be lower. Details of the IEEE

802.22 standard including system topology, system capacity, and the pro-

jected coverage for the system are given in the next section.
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1.2. The 802.22 System

The IEEE 802.22 is the first standardized air interface for CR networks

based on opportunistic utilization of the TV broadcast spectrum ,6 7 .

The main objective of the IEEE 802.22 standard is to provide broadband

connectivity to remote areas with comparable performance to broadband

technologies such as cable, DSL, etc. in urban areas. In this regard, the

FCC selected the predominantly unoccupied TV station channels operating

in the VHF and UHF region of the radio spectrum.

1.2.1. System Topology

The 802.22 system is a point-to-multipoint wireless air interface consisting

of a base station (BS) that manages a cell comprised of number of users or

Customer Premises Equipments (CPEs) .8 The BS controls the medium

access and ”cognitive functions” in its cell, transmits data to the CPEs in

the downlink, while receiving data in the uplink direction from the CPEs.

The various CPEs perform distributed sensing of the signal power in the

various channels of the TV band. In this manner, the BS collects the

different measurements from the CPEs, and exploits the spatial diversity

of the CPEs to make a decision if any portion of the spectrum is available.

1.2.2. Service Coverage

Compared to other IEEE 802 standards such as 802.11, the 802.22 BS

coverage range can reach up to 100 KM, if not limited by power constraints.

The coverage of different wireless standards is shown in Fig. 1. The WRAN

has the highest coverage due to higher transmit power, and long range

propagation characteristics of TV bands.

1.2.3. System Capacity

The WRAN systems can achieve comparable performance to that of DSL,

with downlink speeds of 1.5 Mbps, and uplink speed of 384 Kbps. The

system would thus be able to support 12 simultaneous CPEs, resulting in

an overall system download capacity of 18 Mbps.

The specification parameters of the IEEE 802.22 standard is summa-

rized in Table 1.

In Section 2, the concept of developing a cognitive radio network for

the smart grid is presented, in addition to an overview of various existing
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Fig. 1. Comparison of 802.22 with other wireless standards

hardware platforms for cognitive radio networks. Section 3 outlines new

approaches for the development of hardware testbeds for Smart Grid Cog-

nitive Radio Networks. In Section 4, cognitive algorithms for pre-processing

and recovery of high-dimensional smart grid data are illustrated. Section

5 addresses the critical issue of security in smart grid communications, fol-

lowed by conclusions in Section 6.

2. Cognitive Radio Network for Smart Grid

Smart grid explores and exploits two-way communication technology, ad-

vanced sensing, metering and measurement technology, modern control the-

ory, network grid technology, and machine learning in the power system to

make the power network stable, secure, efficient, flexible, economical, and

environmentally friendly. To support the smart grid, a dedicated two-way

communications infrastructure should be set up for the power system. In

this way, secure, reliable, and efficient communication and information ex-

change can be guaranteed. In addition, the various devices, equipments,

and power generation facilities of the current power system should be up-

dated and renovated. Novel technologies for power electronics should be
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Parameter Specification

Typical Cell Radius (km) 30-100 km

Methodology Spectrum Sensing to identify free channels

Channel Bandwidth (MHz) 6, (7, 8)

Modulation OFDM

Channel capacity 18 Mbps

User capacity
Downlink: 1.5 Mbps

Uplink: 384 kbps

used to build advanced power devices, e.g. transformer, relay, switch, stor-

age, and so on.

In the area of wireless communications, cognitive radio is an emerging

technique. The essence of cognitive radio is the ability of communicating

over unused frequency spectrum adaptively and intelligently. The idea of

using cognitive radio in the smart grid appears to be proposed in the litera-

ture, for the first time, in.9–12 The capability of cognitive radio enables the

Smart Grid, in many aspects, including security. With minimal modifica-

tions to software, a cognitive radio network can be used for efficient control

of the Smart Grid.

The benefits of applying cognitive radio to the smart grid are summa-

rized in Table 2. Firstly, cognitive radio can operate over a wide range of

frequency bands. It has frequency agility. This feature is especially useful

for smart grid because the frequency spectrum today is so crowded, and

cognitive radio provides the capability of reusing unused frequency bands

for the smart grid. Secondly, cognitive radio enables high-speed data trans-

mission for the smart grid. This is due to the wide-band nature of cognitive

radio. The data rate can be as high as tens of Mbps, in contrast to the

ZigBee that can only provide a data rate of tens to hundreds of Kbps.

Thirdly, cognitive radio has the potential to transmit data over a long

distance. Recently, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has

decided to allow using unused TV bands for wireless communications. The

TV bands are ideal for long distance mass data transmission. Cognitive
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Salient Features Description

Frequency diversity
CR can operate over unused

frequency bands

Transmission speed
Data rates of up to tens of

Mbps can be achieved

Range
CR can transmit over long distances

in a WRAN scenario

Adaptability
CR has inherent intelligence

to adapt to changes in the environment

Programmability
Built on an SDR platform,

the CR can be selectively programmed

radio in a Wireless Regional Area Network (WRAN) scenario is designed

to utilize the unused TV bands. Employing cognitive radio, the smart grid

can communicate over a long distance over the air. Fourthly, cognitive radio

boasts of cognitive learning, and adaptation capability. It has the ability

to learn the environment, reason from it, and adapt accordingly. Cognitive

radio makes the smart grid “smarter” and more robust. Fifthly, cognitive

radio is based on the Software Defined Radio (SDR) platform, which is a

programmable radio. Hence, cognitive radio is capable of performing dif-

ferent applications and tasks. In addition, security, robustness, reliability,

scalability, and sustainability of the smart grid can be effectively supported

by cognitive radio due to its flexibility and reprogrammability.

2.1. Cognitive Radio Network testbed

2.2. Hardware platforms for Cognitive Radio Networks

There have been some wireless network testbeds, such as the open access

research testbed for next-generation wireless networks (ORBIT)13 and the

wireless testbed developed by University of California, Riverside.14 Some

common features of those wireless network testbeds are summarized as fol-
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lows. First, the nodes in the networks are developed based on computer

central processing units (CPUs). Second, the nodes use 802.11 Wi-Fi net-

work interface cards for wireless communications. These network testbeds

may work well for evaluating algorithms, protocols, and network perfor-

mances for Wi-Fi networks. But they are not suitable for cognitive radio

networks, due to their inherent lack of wide-band frequency agility.

Recently, Virginia Tech developed a testbed for cognitive radio networks

with 48 nodes,15 which is an significant achievement in this area. Each node

consists of three parts: an Intel Xeon processor-based high-performance

server, a Universal Software Radio Peripheral 2 (USRP2), and a custom

developed Radio Frequency (RF) daughterboard that covers a continuous

frequency range from 100 MHz to 4 GHz with variable instantaneous band-

widths from 10 kHz to 20 MHz. The node is easily capable of frequency

agility. However, as the authors mentioned, the drawbacks of the node are

twofold. First, it is not a low-power processing platform. Second, it is not

capable of mobility.

Regardless of the kind of cognitive radio network testbed, it is com-

posed of multiple nodes. There exist some commercial off-the-shelf hard-

ware platforms designed for Software Defined Radio (SDR) that may be

used for building the nodes for cognitive radio networks.

2.2.1. Universal Software Radio Peripheral 2

USRP and USRP2 provided by Ettus Research are widely used hardware

platforms in the area of SDR and cognitive radio. USRP2 is the second

generation of USRP, and it became available in 2009.16 USRP2 consists of

a motherboard, and one or more selectable RF daughterboards, as shown

in Fig. 2.

The major computation power on the motherboard comes from a Xil-

inx Spartan-3 XC3S2000 Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The

motherboard is also equipped with a 100 MSPS 14-bit dual channel Analog-

to-Digital Converter (ADC), a 400 MSPS 16-bit dual channel Digital-to-

Analog Converter (DAC), and a Gigabit Ethernet port that can be con-

nected to a host computer. There are some RF daughterboards available

for USRP2. Among them, a newly developed RF daughterboard called

WBX covers a wide frequency band of 50 MHz to 2.2 GHz, with a nominal

noise figure of 5-7 dB.

Signals are received and down-converted by USRP2, and its RF daugh-

terboard. Subsequently, they are sent to a host computer for further pro-
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Fig. 2. USRP2 with WBX RF daughterboard.

cessing through the Gigabit Ethernet. Most of the processing work is done

by the host computer. Data to be transmitted are sent from the host

computer to USRP2 through the same Gigabit Ethernet, before they are

up-converted and transmitted by USRP2 and its RF daughterboard.

A major advantage of USRP2 is that it works with GNU Radio,17 a

open source software with plenty of resources for SDR and a lot of users,

which simplifies and eases the usage of USRP2. On the other hand, USRP2

is not perfect. First, the Gigabit Ethernet connecting USRP2 and its host

computer introduces random time delays. The operating system on the

host computer may also introduce random time delays. According to our

measurement, the response delay of USRP2 is in the range of several mil-

liseconds to tens of milliseconds.18 Such random response delay may be

acceptable for half-duplex communications. However, in cognitive radio

networks, full-duplex communications are desired and random response de-

lays may deteriorate the performance of cognitive radio networks. Second,

USRP2 is usually used together with GNU Radio that runs on a host com-

puter. When the instantaneous bandwidth of USRP2 increases, the CPU
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Fig. 3. SFF SDR DP with low-band tunable RF module.

on the host computer gets much busier. Therefore, a multi-core CPU is

desired, similar to what Virginia Tech has done to their network testbed.

When the instantaneous bandwidth of USPR2 becomes wider, and the pro-

cessing tasks on GNU Radio becomes much more complex, a common CPU

may not be competent enough for real-time processing.

2.2.2. Small Form Factor Software Defined Radio Development

Platform

The Small Form Factor (SFF) SDR development platform (DP) provided

by Lyrtech in collaboration with Texas Instruments (TI) and Xilinx is a self-

contained platform consisting of three separate boards: digital processing

module, data conversion module and RF module, as shown in Fig. 3.19–21

The digital processing module is designed based on TMS320DM6446

System-On-Chip (SoC) from TI and Virtex-4 SX35 FPGA from Xilinx.

The TMS320DM6446 SoC has a C64x+ digital signal processor (DSP) core

running at 594 MHz together with an advanced RISC machine (ARM9)
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core running at 297 MHz. The digital processing module also comes with

a 10/100 Mbps Ethernet port. The data conversion module is equipped

with a 125 MSPS 14-bit dual channel ADC and a 500 MSPS 16-bit dual

channel DAC. It also has a Xilinx Virtex-4 LX25 FPGA. The low-band

tunable RF module can be configured to have either 5 MHz or 20 MHz

bandwidth with working frequencies of 200-1050 MHz for the transmitter,

and 200-1000 MHz for the receiver. The nominal noise figure of this RF

module is 5 dB. Other frequency bands may be covered by several other

RF modules.

There are two favorable features of SFF SDR DP for cognitive radio

networks. One is that SFF SDR DP is in small form factor and can be

moved easily. The other is that it is capable of supporting full-duplex

communications. However, there are also two technical drawbacks of using

it to build nodes for cognitive radio networks. One drawback is that its

computing capacity is fixed, and it is not easy to upgrade to meet the

demands of cognitive radio networks. The other drawback is the response

time delay. According to our measurement, the response delay of SFF

SDR DP is about tens of milliseconds, and the delay is constant.18 Such

a nontrivial delay is undesirable for cognitive radio networks, since it may

deteriorate the performance.

SFF SDR DP can be viewed as an example of independent hardware

platforms, whereas USRP2 is an example of computer-aided hardware plat-

forms. A comparison between the two hardware platforms has been re-

ported in.12

2.2.3. Wireless Open-Access Research Platform

The wireless open-access research platform (WARP) developed by Rice

University consists of an FPGA board, and one to four radio boards,22

as shown in Fig. 4. The second generation of the FPGA board has a

Xilinx Virtex-4 FX100 FPGA and a Gigabit Ethernet port.23,24 The FPGA

can be used to implement the physical layer of wireless communications.

There are PowerPC processors embedded in the FX100 FPGA that can be

used to implement Media Access Control (MAC) and network layer. The

radio board incorporates a dual-channel 65 MSPS 14-bit ADC, and a dual-

channel 125 MSPS 16-bit DAC, covering two frequency ranges of 2400-2500

MHz and 4900-5875 MHz, with a bandwidth of up to 40 MHz.

WARP platform is also a small form factor independent hardware plat-

form, which is attractive for building the nodes of cognitive radio networks.
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Fig. 4. WARP FPGA board with two radio boards.

The second advantage of using WARP is that both the physical layer and

MAC layer can be implemented on one FPGA, which may simplify the

board design, compared to an “FPGA + DSP/ARM” architecture. Hence,

time delays introduced by the interface between FPGA and DSP/ARM can

be reduced. However, according to,24 the Virtex-4 FPGA on WARP is not

powerful enough to accommodate both transmitter and receiver functions

at the same time. Thus, full-duplex communications desired by cognitive

radio networks cannot be implemented using just one WARP platform.

2.2.4. Microsoft Research Software Radio

Microsoft research has developed a software radio (Sora) platform.25 Sora

is composed of a Radio Control Board (RCB), and a selectable RF board,

and it works with a multi-core host computer. The RCB is shown in Fig. 5.

The RCB contains a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA, and it interfaces with a host

computer through a Peripheral Component Interconnect express (PCIe)

interface at a rate of up to 16.7 Gbps. Actually, RCB is an interface board
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Fig. 5. Sora radio control board.

for transferring digital signals between the RF board and computer memory.

The RF board can be a WARP radio board. Processing work including

physical layer and MAC layer is done on the host computer.

Sora is a computer-aided platform. The main advantage of using Sora is

that it provides a high-throughput interface between RF boards and a host

computer. However, since processing work burdens the host computer,

the host computer has to be very powerful to support all the functions

running in real-time. On the other hand, multi-core programming and

debugging with speedup tricks is not easy. Moreover, implementing full-

duplex communications on one host computer is challenging. Obviously, a

host computer (or server) installed with Sora lacks mobility.

3. Innovative Testbed for Cognitive Radio Networks and

Smart Grid

All of the above four hardware platforms are designed for SDR. Two of

them connect to a host computer where major processing work is done. The
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other two are stand-alone hardware platforms. From the aspect of mobility,

stand-alone platforms are preferable for building the nodes of cognitive ra-

dio networks, whereas from the aspect of software development, computer-

aided hardware platforms are more practical, since software development

and debugging on a host computer is generally easier. In,26 a compromise

between the above two kinds of hardware platforms is suggested. The au-

thors recommend performing time-critical tasks in the FPGA, and split

MAC design with host and FPGA implementations.

However, compared to the hardware platforms for SDR, the major con-

cerns on hardware platforms for cognitive radio networks are computing

power and response time delay. Cognitive radio introduces “intelligence”

beyond SDR, like detection and learning algorithms, which means cognitive

radio requires much more computing power than SDR. A hardware plat-

form with ample and upgradable computing power is desired for building

cognitive radio testbeds. On the other hand, the desired hardware platform

should have minimum response time delay. If the response time delay is

large, the throughput of cognitive radio networks will seriously degrade.

Moreover, full-duplex communications for the desired hardware platforms

is preferable.

Unfortunately, none of the existing off-the-shelf hardware platforms can

meet the above requirements at the same time. They are originally designed

for SDR, instead of cognitive radio networks. It is imperative to design a

new hardware platform for building the nodes of cognitive radio networks.

An innovative Cognitive Radio (CR) network testbed is being built at

Tennessee Technological University.12,27 The idea of applying a cognitive

radio network testbed to the smart grid was developed at Tennessee Tech-

nological University in the middle of 2009 in a funded research proposal.28

Subsequently, this idea has been strengthened in.10,12,29–31 The objective

of this testbed is to achieve the convergence of cognitive radio, and smart

grid.32

The cognitive radio network testbed being built is unique and real-time

oriented. It is designed to provide much more stand-alone computing power

and reduce the response time delay. The cognitive radio network testbed is

comprised of tens of nodes, with each node based on a self-designed mother-

board, and commercial radio frequency (RF) boards. On the self-designed

motherboard, there are two advanced and powerful field programmable gate

arrays (FPGAs) that can be flexibly configured to implement any function.

Therefore, this network testbed can be readily applied to the smart grid.
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Fig. 6. Architecture of the motherboard for the new hardware platform

3.1. Motherboard for the new Hardware Platform

In this section, an architecture for the motherboard of the new hardware

platform is given. Regarding the RF front-end, existing RF boards from

WARP or USRP2 can be reused to interface with this motherboard to

constitute the new hardware platform.

Fig. 6 shows the corresponding architecture of the first generation new

motherboard and its major components. Two powerful FPGAs, i.e., a

Virtex-6 FPGA and a Virtex-5 FX FPGA, are employed as core components

on the motherboard. All the functions for physical layer and MAC layer

are implemented on the two FPGAs, and no external host computer is

required. This novel hardware platform is stand-alone, thus it has good

mobility. The Virtex-5 FX FPGA has PowerPC cores that are dedicated for

implementing the MAC layer. Physical layer functions including spectrum

sensing are implemented on the two FPGAs. The Virtex-5 FPGA is used

for the transmitting data path, and it is connected to one or two RF boards

as well as a Gigabit Ethernet port. The Virtex-6 FPGA is dedicated for

the receiving data path, with connections to one or two RF boards and an

extension port. The extension port can be used to connect with external

boards to gain access to additional computing resources. The two FPGAs

are connected together by a high-throughput low-latency on-board bus.

Both of the FPGAs have access to their own external memories. The use

of two FPGAs is a trade-off between performance and cost.

The new motherboard can provide enough and upgradable computing
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resource for cognitive radio networks. In addition, the time delays between

the two FPGAs are trivial. Moreover, full-duplex communications are easily

supported by this motherboard with two or more RF boards.

3.2. Functional Architecture for Building Nodes for Net-

work Testbeds

Based on the new motherboard described in the previous section, and off-

the-shelf RF boards, nodes for network testbeds can be implemented using

the following functional architecture, as shown in Fig. 7.

Hardware platform

Hardware abstraction layer (HAL)

Spectrum and
channel manager

Knowledge/
policy/data base

Routing manager

Data manager

Applications

Security manager

Spectrum detection and
prediction

Decision making

Other learning algorithms

Geolocation

Fig. 7. Functional architecture for the nodes

The hardware abstraction layer (HAL) is a packaged interface for upper-
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level functions that screens hardware-specific details. It provides data in-

terfaces to both receiving data path and transmitting data path, as well

as an access interface to other hardware-specific resources on the hardware

platform. The spectrum and channel manager manages all the spectrum

and channel related resources, including links, frequencies, and modulation

methods. There are several functional modules interfaced with the spec-

trum and channel manager. The spectrum detection and prediction module

provides the information regarding the availability of some frequency bands.

The decision making module utilizes decision algorithms to make decisions

such as which channel will be used, and when it will be used. More learn-

ing algorithms can be implemented as an independent module to learn and

reason from the inputs. The geolocation module outputs the latitude and

longitude of the node. The spectrum and channel manager can use such ge-

olocation information to load prior information about current location from

the knowledge/policy/data base. The routing manager employs routing al-

gorithms to select the best route for sending and relaying data packages.

The data manager organizes all the data from upper-level applications and

the data to be relayed. The security manager provides encryption and de-

cryption to the data manager, routing manager, and spectrum and channel

manager. The knowledge/policy/data base stores prior knowledge, policies,

data, and experiences. After the nodes are built, a network testbed is ready

to be established.

3.3. Innovative Network Testbed

Multiple nodes constitute a network testbed. Fig. 8 shows the innovative

network testbed.

All the nodes are connected using Gigabit Ethernet to a console com-

puter through an Ethernet switch. The console computer controls and

coordinates all the nodes in the network testbed. This network testbed can

be used not only for cognitive radio, but also for the smart grid. In smart

grid applications, nodes of the network testbed implement microgrid cen-

tral controllers, smart meters, or sub-meters. Adaptive wireless communi-

cations are incorporated into the nodes, and information can be exchanged

between microgrid central controllers, smart meters, and sub-meters.
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… ...

Gigabit Ethernet switch

Console

Gigabit Ethernet

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node N

Fig. 8. Innovative network testbed

4. Cognitive algorithms for Smart Grid

4.1. Dimensionality Reduction and High Dimensional Data

Processing in Cognitive Radio Networks

In cognitive radio networks, there is a significant amount of data. However,

in practice, the data is highly correlated. This redundancy in the data in-

creases the overhead of cognitive radio networks for data transmission and

data processing. In addition, the number of Degrees of Freedom (DoF) in

large scale cognitive radio networks is limited. The DoF of a K user M x

N MIMO interference channel has been discussed in.33 The total number

of DoF is equal to min (M,N) ∗ K if K ≤ R, and min (M,N) ∗ R
R+1 ∗ K

if K > R, where R = max(M,N)
min(M,N) . This is achieved based on interference

alignment.34–36 Theoretical analysis about DoF in cognitive radio has been

presented in.37,38 The DoF corresponds to the key variables or key fea-

tures in the network. Processing the high-dimensional data instead of the

key variables will not enhance the performance of the network. In some

cases, this could even degrade the performance. Hence, compact represen-

tations of the data using dimensionality reduction is critical in cognitive

radio networks.
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4.1.1. Dimensionality Reduction Methods

Dimensionality reduction39–42 finds a low-dimensional embedding of high-

dimensional data. Three dimensionality reduction methods including both

linear methods such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA),43 and non-

linear methods such as Kernel PCA (KPCA) ,44 and Landmark Maximum

Variance Unfolding (LMVU)45,46 can be employed. If we assume the orig-

inal high-dimensional data as a set of M samples xi ∈ RN , i = 1, 2, · · ·M ,

then the reduced low-dimensional samples of xi are yi ∈ RK , i = 1, 2, · · ·M ,

where K << N . xij and yij are component wise elements in xi and yi,

respectively.

PCA43 is the best-known linear dimensionality reduction method

which performs a linear mapping of the high-dimensional data to a low-

dimensional space such that the variance of the low-dimensional data is

maximized. In reality, the covariance matrix of the data is constructed and

the eigenvectors of this matrix are computed. The covariance matrix of xi

can be obtained as,

C =
1

M

M∑
i=1

(xi − u)(xi − u)T (1)

where u = 1
M

M∑
i=1

xi is the mean of the given samples, and T denotes the

transpose operator.

The eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues can be ex-

ploited to obtain a large portion of the variance of the original data. The

original high-dimensional space can be reduced to a space spanned by a few

dominant eigenvectors. PCA works well for the high-dimensional data with

linear relationships, but always fails in a nonlinear scenario. PCA can be

applied in the nonlinear situation by using a kernel ,47–50 called KPCA.44

KPCA is therefore, a kernel-based machine learning algorithm. It uses the

kernel function k, which is the same as the Support Vector Machine (SVM),

to implicitly map the original data to a feature space F , where PCA can

be applied.

Other nonlinear techniques for dimensionality reduction include man-

ifold learning techniques. Within the framework of manifold learning,

the current trend is to learn the kernel using Semi-Definite Programming

(SDP)51–55 instead of defining a fixed kernel. The most prominent example

of such a technique is MVU.45 MVU can learn the inner product matrix of

yi automatically by maximizing their variance, subject to the constraints
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that yi are centered, and local distances of yi are equal to the local distances

of xi. Here, the local distances represent the distances between yi (xi) and

its k nearest neighbors, in which k is a parameter. The corresponding SDP

can be cast into the following form,45

maximize trace(I)

subject to

I � 0∑
ij Iij = 0

Iii − 2Iij + Ijj = Dij ,when ηij = 1

(2)

where I is an inner product matrix of yi, Dij = ‖xi − xj‖2, and I � 0

implies that I is a Positive Semi-Definite (PSD) matrix.

LMVU46 is a modified version of MVU which aims at solving problems

on a larger scale, as compared to MVU. It uses the inner product matrix

A of randomly chosen landmarks from xi
46 to approximate the full matrix

I, in which the size of A is much smaller than I. In this way, the speed of

computing is increased.

4.1.2. Spectrum Monitoring Using Dimensionality Reduction and

Support Vector Machine with Experimental Validation

Spectrum monitoring is one of the most challenging and critical tasks in

cognitive radio networks. In this section, the feasibility of applying dimen-

sionality reduction to the cognitive radio network is studied by presenting

an experimental validation. The preliminary results56 illustrate how to ex-

tract the intrinsic dimensionality of Wi-Fi signals by recent breakthroughs

in dimensionality reduction techniques. This is a new trend in cognitive ra-

dio networks for spectrum monitoring, which differs from traditional spec-

trum sensing techniques such as energy detection, matched filter detection,

and cyclo-stationary feature detection .57–59

Wi-Fi time-domain signals have been measured and recorded using an

advanced Digital Phosphor Oscilloscope (DPO) whose model is Tektronix

DPO72004.60 The DPO supports a maximum bandwidth of 20 GHz, and a

maximum sampling rate of 50 GS/s. It is capable of recording up to 250 M

samples per channel. In the measurements, a laptop accesses the Internet

through a wireless Wi-Fi router, as shown in Fig. 9. An antenna with a

frequency range of 800 MHz to 2500 MHz is placed near the laptop and

connected to the DPO. The sampling rate of the DPO is set to 6.25 GS/s.

Recorded time-domain Wi-Fi signals are shown in FFig. 10. The duration
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Fig. 9. Setup for the measurement of Wi-Fi signals.
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Fig. 10. Recorded Wi-Fi signals in time-domain.

of the recorded Wi-Fi signals is 40 ms.
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Fig. 11. The flow chart of SVM combined with dimensionality reduction

The recorded 40-ms Wi-Fi signals are divided into 8000 slots, with each

slot lasting 5 µs. These slots can be viewed as spectrum sensing slots.

The time-domain Wi-Fi signals within the first 1 µs of every slot are then

transformed into the frequency domain using the Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT), which is equivalent to FFT based spectrum sensing. The frequency

band of 2.411 - 2.433 GHz is considered. The resolution in the frequency

domain is 1 MHz. Therefore, for each slot, 23 points in the frequency

domain can be obtained, of which 13 points will be selected in the following

experiment.

SVM is exploited to classify the states (busy li = 1 or idle li = 0) of the

measured Wi-Fi data with or without dimensionality reduction, given the

true states. SVM will classify the states of the spectrum data at different

time slots.

The DoF of the Wi-Fi frequency domain signals is extracted from the

original 13 dimensions. The flow chart of the SVM processing combined

with dimensionality reduction methods is shown in Fig. 11. The false

alarm rate obtained by combining SVM with dimensionality reduction, and

employing only SVM is shown in Fig. 12.

The original dimension of the frequency domain data varies from 1to13

for the SVM method. In addition, the SVM method is applied to the data

with the extracted dimensions from 1 to 13, obtained by dimensionality

reduction.
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Experimental results show that with dimensionality reduction, the per-

formance is much better than that without dimensionality reduction.

4.2. Robust Principal Component Analysis

In many practical problems, the collected data can be organized in matrix

form. Usually, the size of the matrix is huge. However, the degrees of

freedom (DoF) of the matrix are finite, which means the matrix is low

rank.

A well-known low rank matrix approximation algorithm is PCA .61 If

the observation matrix is R, PCA finds a low rank approximation of the

original matrix R by solving the optimization model

min
L
‖R− L‖ , subject to rank(L) ≤ r (3)

in which ‖·‖ is the spectral norm of a matrix (the largest singular value

of the matrix). PCA finds the optimal low rank approximation in the

least-square sense. This problem can be simply solved by Singular Value

Decomposition (SVD). However, an intrinsic drawback of PCA is that it

can work efficiently only when the low rank matrix is corrupted with i.i.d.

Gaussian noise. That is, PCA is suitable for the model of

R = L + N (4)
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in which L is the low rank matrix and N is the i.i.d. Gaussian noise matrix.

However, it will fail when some of the entries in L are grossly corrupted,

R = L + S (5)

in which L is still the low rank matrix, but the matrix S is a sparse matrix

with arbitrarily large magnitude, and the number of non-zero entries is m.

The problem of recovering the low rank matrix from grossly corrupted

observation matrix has been solved efficiently by the relaxed convex opti-

mization model (principal component pursuit) 62

min
L,S
‖L‖∗ + λ ‖S‖1 , subject to R = L + S, (6)

in which ‖·‖∗ represents the nuclear norm of a matrix (sum of the singular

values), ‖·‖1 denotes the sum of the absolute values of matrix entries and

λ is a tradeoff parameter. It has been thoroughly investigated 62,63 that

as long as S is sparse enough, the formulated optimization problem (6)

can exactly recover the low rank matrix L. This kind of problem has been

traditionally named as Robust PCA 62–64 which is closely related to, but

harder than the famous problem of matrix completion 65–70

One of the requirements for robust PCA is that the low rank matrix

cannot be sparse at the same time. An incoherence condition defined in
65,66 with parameter µ states that the singular vectors of L satisfy the

following two assumptions 62,65,66

max
i

∥∥UHei
∥∥2 ≤ µr

M
, max

i

∥∥VHei
∥∥2 ≤ µr

L
(7)

and ∥∥∥UVH
∥∥∥
∞
≤
√

ur

ML
(8)

where ‖·‖∞ is the maximum absolute value of all the entries in the matrix,

H denotes conjugate transpose and ei is the canonical basis vector in Eu-

clidean space. The matrices U = [u1,u2, · · · ,ur] and V = [v1,v2, · · · ,vr].

ui, i = 1, 2, · · · , r and vi, i = 1, 2, · · · , r are the left and right singular vec-

tors obtained by performing SVD on L

L =

r∑
i=1

σiuiv
H
i , (9)

where σi, i = 1, 2, · · · , r are positive singular values and L is a rank r matrix

with size M ×L. The incoherence condition implies that the entries in the

singular vectors ui, i = 1, 2, · · · , r and vi, i = 1, 2, · · · , r are spread out.
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A theorem based on the above two assumptions in (7) and (8) has been

proposed and proved in ,62 which is stated as follows,

Theorem 1. 62 Suppose L is a rectangular matrix of size M × L, there

is a numerical constant c such that Principal Component Pursuit with λ =

1/
√
M(1) succeeds with probability at least 1− cM−10(1) , provided that

rank(L) ≤ ρrM(2)µ
−1(logM(1))

−2 (10)

m ≤ ρsML, (11)

the matrix L obeys (7) and (8), and the support set of S is uniformly

distributed among all sets of cardinality m, in which M(1) = max(M,L),

M(2) = min(M,L), ρr and ρs are positive numerical constants.

The theorem states that the low rank matrix L and sparse matrix S

(with arbitrarily large magnitude) can be exactly recovered from the obser-

vation matrix R = L+S with very large probability once the assumptions

of the theorem are satisfied, i.e., L̂ = L and Ŝ = S are exact. The original

low rank and sparse matrices are expressed by L and S, respectively. The

recovered (extracted) low rank and sparse matrices are expressed by L̂ and

Ŝ, respectively.

In the presented simulations, the Inexact Augmented Lagrange Multi-

plier method (IALM) 71 is employed to recover the sparse component Ŝ

and the low rank component L̂ from the observation matrix R. The pa-

rameters for the IALM algorithm are set identical to the default values of

the code which can be downloaded from the website .72 The errors between

the recovered and the original matrices are computed by∥∥∥L̂− L
∥∥∥
F

‖L‖F
,

∥∥∥Ŝ− S
∥∥∥
F

‖S‖F
. (12)

The simulation results are based on the theoretical covariance matrix of

a random process

y(n) = x(n) + w(n), (13)

in which

x(n) =

L∑
l=1

Al sin(2πflnT + θl), (14)
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x(n) and w(n) are assumed to be independent, and w(n) is added zero-mean

white noise.

The M -th order covariance matrix of this process is

Ryy = Rxx + σ2I, (15)

where, σ2I denotes the covariance matrix of noise with power spectral den-

sity (PSD) σ2 and Rxx denotes the covariance matrix of signal. I represents

M -th order identity matrix.

The M -th order covariance matrix for x(n) can be written as 73

Rxx =

L∑
l=1

A2
l

4

[
eM (fl)e

H
M (fl) + e∗

M
(fl)e

T
M (fl)

]
(16)

where H denotes complex conjugate transposition, ∗ denotes complex con-

jugation and

eM (fl) =


1

exp(j2πflT )
...

exp(j2πflMT )

 . (17)

The rank of the matrix (16) is 2L.

From (15), the theoretical covariance matrix Ryy, which is the obser-

vation matrix R here, is comprised of the sparse component σ2I expressed

by S and low-rank component Rxx expressed by L with rank 2L. Robust

PCA can be explored to separate the low rank and sparse components from

observation matrix R.

Firstly, considering the case of L = 1, Al = 1, fl = 0.02l, T = 1 of

(14), and the order of covariance matrix M = 128. The results obtained by

applying the IALM algorithm to the matrix Ryy is shown in Fig. 13.

Corresponding results achieved by applying the IALM algorithm to the

matrix Ryy of L = 3, Al = 1, fl = 0.02l, T = 1 of (14) and the order of

covariance matrix M = 128 is shown in Fig. 14.

Based on Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, it can be seen that even if the PSD of

white noise increases to 70dB (approximated value), the IALM algorithm

can still separate the low-rank and sparse components from the observation

matrix R successfully via theoretical analysis.

In the next section, the Robust PCA algorithm is employed as a pre-

processing technique to mitigate strong wideband interference, before ap-
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Fig. 13. Errors between extracted and original matrices of one real sinusoidal function
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Fig. 14. Errors between extracted and original matrices of three real sinusoidal functions
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plying the Independent Component Analysis approach for recovering the

wireless smart meter transmissions.

4.3. Independent Component Analysis with Robust PCA

preprocessing for recovery of smart meter wireless

transmissions in the presence of strong wideband in-

terference

Smart meters form an integral part of the smart grid. A smart meter is

an electrical meter that records power consumption at regular intervals,

and communicates that information to the utility company for monitoring

and billing purposes, either through power line communications or wire-

less transmissions. Since the vision of a wireless cognitive radio network

for the smart grid is presented in this chapter, smart meters equipped with

wireless transmitters are considered. In this regard, the concept of Indepen-

dent Component Analysis (ICA) in combination with the Robust Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) technique is presented as a possible approach

to recover the simultaneous smart meter wireless transmissions in the pres-

ence of strong wideband interference.

4.3.1. Independent Component Analysis Signal Model and Receiver

Block Diagram

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is a statistical signal processing

method for extracting underlying independent components from multi-

dimensional data ,74 ,75 ,76 .77 In ,78 ICA has also been applied to load

profile estimation in Electric Transmission networks. ICA is very closely

related to the method called Blind Source Separation (BSS) or blind signal

separation ,79 ,80 .81 The term “Blind” refers to the fact that we have

little or no knowledge about the system which induces mixing of the source

signals.

In a smart meter network, it is critical to accurately recover the smart

meter wireless transmissions at the central node or access point (AP). In

achieving this objective, one of the foremost challenges is the robustness

of the data recovery in the presence of strong wideband interference, due

to easy access of the wireless data to unauthorized personnel, and inade-

quacy of existing physical layer security measures. In this section, a blind

estimation approach to smart meter data recovery is presented by applying

a complex Independent Component Analysis (ICA) technique,82 in combi-
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nation with the recently developed Robust Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) algorithm62 for interference mitigation and security enhancement.

In a smart meter network, each smart meter measures the current load

at regular intervals, and conveys that information to the control center at

the power utility station. In this section, a wireless smart meter network is

assumed, wherein each smart meter is equipped with a wireless transmitter,

and the Access Point (AP) at the power utility control center collects all the

wireless transmissions for processing the information. Since an ICA based

algorithm is used for recovery of the wireless smart meter data, the smart

meters can transmit their information simultaneously. In ,83 the concept of

compressed sensing ,84 ,85 was exploited to recover the sparse smart meter

data transmissions by applying the Basis Pursuit algorithm .86 However, in

,83 it was assumed that the AP has accurate knowledge of the channel flat

fading parameters from the channel estimation period of the data frame.

In this section, an ICA based blind estimation approach is applied by ex-

ploiting the statistical properties of the source signals. As a result, channel

estimation in each data frame can be avoided, thereby allowing more infor-

mation to be sent in each frame. Furthermore, to enhance the security of

transmitted data, recovery of the wireless smart meter transmissions in the

presence of strong wideband interference is also considered. In this regard,

the recently developed method of Robust Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) can be used ,62 .71 The Robust PCA method exploits the low rank

and sparseness property of the autocorrelation matrices of the smart meter

signal and wideband interferer, respectively, to effectively separate them

prior to ICA processing.

The smart meter network is assumed to consist of N smart meters

controlled by an AP, similar to the illustration given in .83 The channel

parameters are assumed to be static over the transmission period, with

Rayleigh flat fading characteristics. The data transmission section in the

frame is divided into several time slots during which the active smart meters

can simultaneously transmit their readings. Mathematically, the signal

matrix Z received by the AP can be expressed as the following linear ICA

signal model

Z = HPX +W (18)

H is the Rayleigh flat fading channel matrix between the meters and

the AP, P is the pseudo random spreading code matrix for the meters, X is
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the source signal matrix transmitted by the meters, and W is the Additive

White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). The spreading code is known only to the

AP and meters, and is unique for each meter. Replacing HP by the matrix

A, (18) becomes

Z = AX +W (19)

In the context of ICA, A is called the mixing matrix. The objective

of ICA is to recover X by estimating a matrix Ã that approximates the

inverse of A. Subsequently, an estimate of the source signal matrix X̃ can

be obtained, as given by the following equation

X̃ = ÃZ (20)

In contrast to the popular Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) pro-

tocol, which uses a random backoff to avoid collisions in transmissions, the

significant advantage of employing a ICA based approach is that it enables

simultaneous transmission for the smart meters. This eliminates the prob-

lem of incurring significant delay in data recovery. Furthermore, since ICA

is a ”blind” estimator, it does not need any prior knowledge of the channel

or the PN code matrix. As long as the smart meter transmissions are inde-

pendent, which is always the case, since the meters are spatially separated,

ICA can exactly recover all the smart meter signals.

In this section, smart meter data recovery in the presence of strong

wideband interference is also addressed. Hence, in the event of strong in-

terference (19) becomes

Z = AX +W + Y (21)

Since Y is not part of the signal mixing model AX, ICA algorithms

cannot recover the source signals X in the presence of the interferer. Hence,

it is imperative to separate Y from the observation matrix Z, before any

ICA method can be applied. To accomplish this, the second order statistics

of the signal and interferer is exploited. In particular, the autocorrelation

function of each row of Z is computed. Rewriting (21) in terms of the

autocorrelation matrices, we obtain

R = L+ S + E (22)
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In (22), L is the low-rank autocorrelation matrix of the signal mixture,

S is the sparse autocorrelation matrix of the wideband interferer consisting

of only diagonal entries, and E is the autocorrelation matrix of the AWGN

component. Therefore, (22) can be written as

R = L+ σ2
intI + E (23)

where, σint is the power of the interferer, and I is the identity matrix.

In this manner, (22) exactly fits the Robust PCA matrix model described

in the previous section.62 Therefore, the Robust PCA technique can be

readily applied to recover the low-rank signal autocorrelation matrix from

the sparse interferer autocorrelation matrix. This procedure is repeated for

all the rows of the observation matrix Z. Therein, once the interferer Y is

separated from Z, the signal model becomes similar to (19), and ICA can

be applied to recover the source signals or smart meter transmissions X.
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The baseband block diagram of the ICA based receiver (central node

or AP) is shown in Fig.15. The various stages of a typical receiver such as

down conversion, Analog to Digital conversion, synchronization, etc. are

assumed to be completed prior to the data recovery stage in the illustrated

receiver.
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Fig. 16. SIR(dB) vs. σ2
int for QPSK modulation

4.4. Simulation results using the Robust PCA-ICA approach

Typically, in a smart meter network, only a few meters would be actively

transmitting their data. As a result, the sparsity of the smart meter data

transmission to the central processing node or access point (AP) was ex-

ploited in 83 for applying the principle of compressed sensing. In this sec-

tion, it is assumed that in a smart meter network, N = 10 meters are

simultaneously transmitting in Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK)

modulation format. As a result of the transmitted data being complex

valued, a complex FastICA separation algorithm with a saddle point test

called FicaCPLX 82 is used for the blind recovery of source signals. Since
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Fig. 17. QPSK Scatter plot before applying ICA

ICA is a block based technique, the processing block length (number of

columns of Z ) is assume to be 1000 symbols. The performance of the Ro-

bust PCA-ICA approach is studied for different values of σ2
int from 1 to 5.

The Signal to Noise ratio (SNR) is set at 20 dB. The Signal to Interference

Ratio (SIR)87 is used as the measure of performance, and is given by the

following equation

SIR =
1

2N

∑
m

(
∑
n

|pmn|2

(max |Pm|2)
− 1)+

1

2N

∑
n

(
∑
m

|pmn|2

(max |Pn|2)
− 1) (24)

where, P=ÃA is the permutation matrix of order N, in our case, a

10x10 matrix. max|Pm| and max|Pn| are the absolute maximum values of

the mth row, and nth columns of P, respectively. Ideally, P should be a

permutation matrix consisting of only 1’s. However, due to the amplitude

ambiguity introduced by the ICA technique, the recovered signals have
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Fig. 18. QPSK Scatter plot after applying ICA

to be scaled accordingly. This can be accomplished by including a small

preamble at the beginning of each frame. The SIR (dB) achieved by the

ICA algorithm FicaCPLX, with and without the Robust PCA method for

different σ2
int is shown in Fig. 16. The constellation plots for smart meter 1

QPSK signal before and after applying the FicaCPLX algorithm is shown

in Figs. 17 and 18, respectively.

5. Secure Communications in the Smart Grid

The Smart Grid is aimed at transforming the already aging electric power

grid in the United States into a digitally advanced and decentralized in-

frastructure with heavy reliance on control, energy distribution, commu-

nication, and security. Among the five identified key technology areas in

smart grid, “the implementation of integrated communications is a foun-

dational need,” according to.88 The smart grid in the near future will be

required to accommodate increased demands for improved quality and en-

ergy efficiency. Solar and wind farms are joining in for power generation in

a distributed fashion. Appliances will become smart and talk to the control
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centers for optimum operations. Monitoring, managing and controlling will

be required at all levels. Prediction of electricity prices, weather and so-

cial/human activities will be taken into account for optimum control. The

addition of these new elements will result in continuously increasing com-

plexity. In order for different sub-networks or elements to be integrated into

the smart grid seamlessly, a communication backbone has to be developed

prior to adding various functions. Hence, the earlier the communication

backbone is determined, lesser the complications that would be faced later

in building the grid.

5.1. Development of Communications Infrastructure

In order to develop this communications infrastructure, a high level of inter-

connectivity and reliability among its nodes is required. Sensors, advanced

metering devices, electrical appliances, and monitoring devices, just to men-

tion a few, will be highly interconnected allowing for the seamless flow of

data. Reliability and security in this flow of data between nodes, as shown

in Fig. 19, is crucial due to the low latency and cyber-attacks resilience

requirements of the Smart Grid.

A distributed interconnection among these nodes will be ubiquitous, just

as finding a similar level of connectivity among cellular phones or comput-

ing nodes in a large organization. The Smart Grid environment, however,

poses a new set of communications and security paradigms. Due to their

complexity and importance to the realization of the Smart Grid infrastruc-

ture, it is extremely important to study the interactions among the nodes,

more specifically, in terms of their communications and security.

Taking into account that reliability and security will impose constraints

on the majority of the devices connected to the Smart Grid, if not all, it

would be wise to consider communication standards, protocols, and devices

that are designed from the ground up to be secured, logically and physi-

cally. Since a great portion of the traffic generated within the grid will be

traveling on an unsecured medium such as the Internet, it is imperative

to minimize the amount of potential security loopholes. Additionally, the

human variable should also be taken into account in the security model, as

part of the security infrastructure.

When it comes to security, communication is key, and information

should be properly disseminated to all the parties involved, ensuring that

everyone has a clear and common understanding of security needs facili-

tating their implementation and operation. Training and informing users
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about processes, study of human behavior, and the perception of events

related to the processes, is as important to the entire security equation, as

it is to engineer a secured infrastructure. As a matter of fact, the greatest

security threat to any infrastructure is human error, as opposed to the tech-

nology securing it. Communications in the Smart Grid is a key component

of the entire infrastructure, and logically we divide it into two sections, the

backbone communications (interdomain), which will carry communications

among domains such as those shown in Fig. 19, and the communications

at the local area network (intradomain) limited by perimeters such as a

customer’s house, or a distribution facility .89

Fig. 19. Interaction among actors in Smart Grid domains through secure communica-
tion flows and flows of electricity

We can say that current and emerging technologies in telecommuni-

cations, most of which is expected to fall in the wireless realm (Wimax,

Zigbee, 802.11, etc.), can accommodate the communications needs of both

inter and intradomain environments, however, not without flaws. From a

security standpoint, these technologies are not designed to be secure from
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the ground up. For example, Zigbee is a standard for short range communi-

cations, and manufacturers of Zigbee compliant chips produce them without

necessarily considering the security issue. In addition, chip manufacturers

print the chip model on top of the chip itself as a standard practice. The

chip specifications can therefore be easily downloaded, and potential flaws

of the chip can be easily exploited by attackers. Additionally, by default,

many of these chips do not carry any internal security features, and there-

fore, rely on external chips, or on higher level software applications for this

purpose. An easy access to the external chip by any malicious attacker

could potentially disable any installed security features. This and other

similar scenarios leads us to think that the Smart Grid should be driven by

technologies and standards that consider security as their primary concern.

The Smart Grid has been conceived as being distributed in nature, and

heavily dependent on wireless communications. Today’s SOHO (Small Of-

fice/Home Office) and enterprise-graded wireless devices include security

features to mitigate attacks, the vast majority still relying on conventional

rule-based detection. It has been shown that conventional rule-based de-

tection systems, although helpful, do not have the capability of detecting

unknown attacks. Furthermore, as presented in ,90 these conventional IDSs

would not be able to detect such an attack if it is carefully crafted, since

the majority of these rules are solely based on strict thresholds.

5.2. FPGA based Fuzzy logic intrusion detection for Smart

Grid

Artificial Intelligence techniques such as Fuzzy Logic, Bayesian Inference,

Neural Networks, and other methods can be employed to enhance the the

security gaps in conventional IDSs. As shown in Fig. 20, a Fuzzy Logic

approach was used in ,91 in which different variables that influence the in-

ference of an attack can be analyzed and later combined for the decision

making process of a security device. Additionally, if each security device

serving as an IDS is aware not only of itself, but also of a limited num-

ber (depending on local resources and traffic) of surrounding trusted IDS

devices, the alerts that these other devices generate can be used to adjust

local variables or parameters to better cope with distributed attacks, and

more accurately detect their presence.

The research and development of robust and secure communication pro-

tocols, dynamic spectrum sensing, as well as distributed and collaborative

security should be considered as an inherent part of Smart Grid archi-
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Fig. 20. Fuzzy Logic example applied to IDS

tecture. An advanced decentralized and secure infrastructure needs to be

developed with two-way capabilities for communicating information and

controlling equipment, among other tasks, as indicated in the recently pub-

lished “Guidelines for Smart grid Cyber Security Vol.1” by the National

Institute of Standards and Technologies. The complexity of such an en-

deavor, coupled with the amalgam of technologies and standards that will

coexist in the development of the Smart Grid, makes it extremely neces-

sary to have a common platform of development, with flexibility and reliable

performance.

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) development platforms share

these advantages, not to mention the fact that a single silicon FPGA chip

can be used to study several Smart Grid technologies and their implemen-

tations. FPGA chips offer significant potential for application in the Smart

Grid for performing encryption and decryption, intrusion detection, low

latency routing, data acquisition and signal processing, parallelism, config-

urability of hardware devices, high performance and high bandwidth tam-
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per resistant applications. Dr. William Sanders, a member of the Smart

Grid Advisory Committee of the National Institute of Standards and Tech-

nology (NIST), has been in recent years among the most influential in the

research of Smart Grid security. His research team and several collaborating

universities proposed the use of a Trustworthy Cyber Infrastructure for the

Power Grid (TCIPG) that focuses on the security of low-level devices and

communications, as well as trustworthy operation of the power grid under

a variety of conditions including cyber-attacks and emergencies .92 TCIPG

proposes a coordinated response and detection at multiple layers of the

cyber-infrastructure hierarchy including but not limited to sensor/actuator

and substation levels. At these levels of the hierarchy, Software Defined

Radio and wireless communications technologies could be used and stud-

ied to prevent attacks such as wireless jamming. Dr. Sanders also proposes

the use of specifications based IDS in protecting Advanced Metering Infras-

tructures (AMIs) .93 A distributed FPGA-based network with adaptive and

cooperative capabilities can be used to study several security and communi-

cation aspects of this infrastructure both from the attackers and defensive

point of view.

6. Conclusions

In this chapter, an innovative approach of employing a Cognitive radio

network for efficient management of information flow in the smart grid

was presented. An outline of Cognitive Radio and the recently established

IEEE 802.22 standard for Wireless Regional Area Networks (WRAN) was

given. Existing and new hardware platforms for the innovative network

testbed being built at Tennessee Technological University were described.

To efficiently process the high-dimensional data in cognitive radio networks,

dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCA, KPCA, and LMVU can

be used. The SVM method was applied to a spectrum monitoring example

in Wi-Fi networks, and it was shown that better performance is achieved

using dimensionality reduction for pre-processing the data. The recently

developed Robust PCA algorithm was presented for recovering a low-rank

matrix when it is grossly corrupted with a sparse matrix of arbitrarily large

magnitude. For the blind recovery of smart meter wireless transmissions in

the presence of strong wideband interference, the Robust PCA was used as

a pre-processing method before applying an ICA based algorithm. Finally,

the vital issue of security in the smart grid is discussed, along with a possible

approach to achieve this by employing FPGA based fuzzy logic intrusion
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detection.
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